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Finish Options

Color and light set the mood in any space. Set the 
tone for your next project with custom product 
solutions available in a broad range of finishes.

 + Finish options are available in a wide variety, 
allowing for complete customization of style 
and aesthetic. 
 + Non-Silver Anodized finishes may have 
extended lead times.
 + Polished Gold and Chrome finishes have a 
maximum fixture length of 72”.
 + Custom RALs are available. Please consult 
inside sales with a specific request.
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Black is a true deep black with a satin finish.

Silver Anodized is a soft silver with a clear 
finish and a shiny, glossy, or polished sheen.
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Warm Nickel is a soft, silvery smoke with warm 
tones and a satin finish.

Bronze is a rich, dark brown with a satin finish.
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Aged Brass is a rich brown shade with slightly 
golden undertones and a satin finish.

White is a polar bright white and field 
paintable with a satin finish.
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Polished Gold is bright and radiant for 
a brilliant finish and a shiny, glossy, or 
polished sheen.
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Matte Black is a dark, pitch black with a soft 
flat finish.
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Chrome is a highly reflective silver polish.

Finish options:

Silver Anodized

Black

Bronze

White

Matte Black

Warm Nickel

Aged Brass

Polished Gold

Chrome

Luminii collaborated with influencers in the lighting community to carefully 
select finishes that ensure our products offer a wide range of options for any 
environment. With meticulous attention to detail, Luminii’s premium finishes are 
designed to complement one another, allowing for flexibility to mix and match 
throughout a space.

Luminii is the one-stop shop 
for your next project. The new 
premium finish line includes 
everything from pendants 
to linear fixtures in recessed, 
surface, or suspended options. 
Check out our specification grade 
products on our website.
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Standard Finish Option

Premium Finish Option 

Finish Key:



RUNDA SUSPENDED 

An extruded aluminum display and suspension light 
system, Runda features specifically designed LED engine 
that provides constant illumination levels from the 
beginning to the end of the runs. Available in sections up 
to 16” long with the option to extend up to 232” long using 
the provided joiner, the luminaire is Class 2 listed 
for damp locations.

RUNDA WALL 

A clever twist on the sconce, the Runda Wall light display 
system is architecturally-designed featuring a 70° rotating 
head perfect for illuminating art, shelves, and furniture 
suited for both indoor and outdoor applications. Runda 
Wall is made to order up to 232” and can be linked up to 
48’ featuring premium color quality, R9 values up to 97, 
and dot-free, even illumination.

CLAREO S/Q SURFACE 

Clareo Q Surface and Clareo S Surface are optimal for 
undercabinet, millwork, and surface mount applications 
where a clean rectilinear profile and visible dot-free lens 
are required. The products are highly-modifiable, coming 
with multiple mounting and lens options, wattages, and 
lumen outputs. Delivering R9 values up to 98, the luminaire 
is ideal for color-critical projects.

KENDO M 

Luminii’s signature architectural linear product line, the
Kendo M is made to order up to 144” and can be linked 
up to 35’ offering extreme flexibility and covering both 
indoor and outdoor applications. Featuring premium 
color quality, R9 values up to 97, and dot-free, even 
illumination, the Kendo M beautifully accents a variety of 
applications including millwork, under-cabinet, 
and surface mount installations.

ZOOM & ZOOM ROUND 

Zoom is available in sections up to 116” long. Sections 
can be interconnected to reach 16’ using the high output 
LEDs. The small profile of the Zoom light fixture is ideal 
for applications with limited space requirements like 
architectural accents, under or above cabinets, display 
cases, and many more. Approved for closet/storage 
space installation per NEC 410.16(A)(3) and 410.16(C)(5), 
the product is Class 2 listed for damp locations.

CLAREO S/Q WALL

A wall-mounted illumination bar, Clareo Wall is made to 
order up to 76” and can be linked up to 48’. Clareo
is ideal for vanities and decorative applications. With 
premium color quality, R9 values up to 97, and dot-free, 
even illumination, Clareo Wall’s proprietary soldering 
method manages up to 50 lbs of pull force 
on wire leads and connectors.

CLAREO S/Q SUSPENDED 

Clareo S/Q Suspended Static White is a 24 VDC Class 2 
fixture made to order up to 144”. The product comes with 
an 8’ silver adjustable cable for ultimate flexibility and 
single-binned LEDs that adjust color temperature +/- 30 
CCTs, dimming with minimal color shift. The luminaire 
delivers R9 values up to 98, meaning color is never a 
concern for end-users.

BOSCA 

Bosca is a 24VDC fixture Class 2 listed for damp locations 
and suitable for undercabinet, millwork, recessed, and 
surface mount applications. The product offers dot-free 
illumination achievable with frosted and raised lenses 
and can also handle up to 50 lbs of torque on wire leads 
and connectors, making it a durable option 
for your next project.

KILO SUSPENDED 

Kilo Suspended is a 24 VDC Class 2 fixture made to 
order up to 144”. It also comes in a system up to 200’ 
with a single lens. The frosted lens allows for dot-free, 
even illumination, and single-binned LEDs allow color 
temperature adjustments of +/- 30 CCTs. Delivering R9 
values up to 98, the luminaire is ideal 
for color-critical applications.

Available 
Products



LETO 11 MINI WM

Elegant simple clean lines of Hera Pendant are classic 
statements for kitchen Islands, foyers, game rooms or any 
where you may want clean general lighting.

HERA 

Hera, a timeless classic, is part of Senso’s full range of 
architecturally-designed pendants. The Hera globe 
pendant provides general illumination in a beautiful form-
factor. Creating even light distribution, the contemporary 
elegance of Hera is available at 10, 12, 16, and 20 inches.

LETO 11 MINI MP 

Surface Mount Spotlight. Monopoint offers an 
articulating, short-stem spotlight combined with a 
versatile and efficient LED. Excels in display based 
spaces like galleries, industrial and retail.

LETO 44 MINI WM

Leto 44 Mini WM is a small wall mounted cylinder LED 
fixture designed to provide a space with discrete direct 
lighting. It is the perfect solution for creating subtle light 
in your space.

LETO 44 MINI P 

Leto 44 Mini is a slimmed down version of the Leto 
44. This small, medium and large pendant is slim and 
offers sleek minimalism to sitting and work areas with 
an efficient and powerful LED module.

LETO 11 MINI P

Leto 11 Mini is a slimmed down version of the Leto 11. This 
small, medium and tall pendant is slim and offers sleek 
minimalism to sitting and work areas with an efficient and 
powerful LED module.


